Space-filling effects of inert solutes as probes for the detection and study of substrate-mediated conformational changes by enzyme kinetics: theoretical considerations.
From expressions derived for the space-filling effects of small inert solutes on kinetic parameters for univalent enzymes undergoing isomerizations that are substrate-induced and pre-existing, it is concluded that experimental observation of an enhanced maximal velocity in the presence of inert solute can only reflect the existence of the former type of conformational change; and that the isomerization must be governed by a relatively small equilibrium constant. Similar conclusions apply to multivalent enzymes exhibiting Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Extension of the theory to provide quantitative expressions for multivalent enzymes has made possible the numerical simulation of thermodynamic non-ideality effects on systems conforming with the Monod and Koshland models of allostery. In that regard the simulated Scatchard plots for the two models differ sufficiently in form to suggest that detailed examination of the space-filling effects of small solutes on the kinetics of an allosteric enzyme may, under favourable circumstances, allow identification of the appropriate allosteric mechanism. Finally, these considerations of thermodynamic non-ideality in relation to the kinetics of allosteric enzymes have revealed formal similarities between the consequences of space-filling by inert solutes and the specific effects of allosteric activators or inhibitors. Attention is drawn to the possible implications of this observation in relation to the functioning of allosteric enzymes in vivo, where catalytic performance may be modified by factors no more specific than the ability of unrelated solutes to occupy space in the highly concentrated cellular environment.